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Abstract

This research applies deep Q-learning to train an agent that
can autonomously drive in the Open Racing Car Simulator
(TORCS) [1, 2]. An initial proof-of-concept algorithm was
implemented in Flappy Bird. We compare the performance
of classical reinforcement learning models, as well as deep Q-
learning with fully-connected and recurrent neural networks.
Using the TensorFlow and Keras software frameworks, we
trained fully connected deep neural networks that are able to
autonomously drive across a diverse range of complex track
geometries.

Background and Motivation

The Open Racing Car Simulator (TORCS) is a modern simu-
lation platform used for research in machine learning and au-
tonomous driving. Training an autonomous driving system in
simulation offers a number of advantages, including cost-effective
data acquisition otherwise requiring substantial amounts of labor
for driving and labeling. Furthermore, a simulation is an effec-
tive way to identify and test failure cases (e.g. collision events) of
safety-critical control systems, without having to sacrifice physi-
cal hardware.

Introduced in 2015, DeepQ-learning has been been shown to suc-
cessfully learn policies on high-dimensional sensory input, such as
in the domain of classic Atari 2600 games by Google’s DeepMind
[3]. Notable approaches to training autonomous driving agents in
TORCS include deep supervised learning with convolutional neu-
ral networks (DeepDriving, [4]) and deep reinforcement learning
with CNNs (DeepMind, [5]). This research investigates the per-
formance of other agents for TORCS that apply different neural
network architectures and optimization algorithms.

Deep Q-Learning Objective Function

Consider a deterministic policy µθ : S → A parametrized by
θ ∈ Rn. Let rγt denote the total discounted reward from time-
step t onwards:

rγt =
∞∑
k=t

γk−tr(sk, ak),

where 0 < γ < 1. We can define a performance objective J(µθ)
as the total discounted reward for a given policy, while the Q-
function calculates the total discounted reward given a starting
state-action pair:

J(µ) = E[rγ1 |µ]; Qµ(s, a) = E[rγ1 |S1 = s, A1 = a;µ].
If ρµ is the discounted state distribution, the deterministic policy
gradient theorem [6] states that:

∇θJ(µθ) =
∫
S
ρµ(s)∇θµθ(s)∇aQ

µ(s, a)|a=µθ(s)ds

= Es∼ρµ[∇θµθ(s)∇aQ
µ(s, a)|a=µθ(s)]. (1)

This formulation allows us to obtain the optimal policy applying
a gradient ascent update rule on the objective J(µθ).

Methods

As a proof of concept, initial experiments applied classical Q-
learning to a discretization of Flappy Bird. We characterized the
Flappy Bird state by the vertical and horizontal separation of
the bird and the next obstacle and the vertical velocity of the
bird. We compress this state into S ⊂ Z3:

S = {(∆y,∆x, vy) | |∆y| ≤ 50, 0 ≤ ∆x ≤ 40, |vy| ≤ 9}
Our action is a binary decision whether to jump or not. We
reward staying alive each frame withR = 1 and penalize crashing
with a reward R = −10000.

In our continuous state-action space deepQ-learning for TORCS,
each state observation captures the velocity, angle relative to the
track, distance to the edge of the track, and RPM of wheels of
the car in double precision. Our action is a triple specifying
the steering angle, acceleration, and braking in double precision.
We reward longitudinal velocity, while we penalize transverse
velocity and divergence from the median of the track:

R =
∑
t

|Vx,t cos θt| − |Vx,t sin θt| − |Vx,t||xt − µt|

Figure 1: TORCS simulation environment

Training Models

To diminish the effect of highly correlated training data, we train
the neural networks with a large replay buffer D that accumu-
lates 100,000 samples. During training, we update our param-
eters using samples of experience (s, a, r, s′) ∼ U(D), drawn
uniformly at random.

L = E(s,a,r,s′)∼U(D)

[(
r + γmax

a′
Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)

)2
]

Using nonlinear functions to approximate the Q-function of-
ten yields instability or divergence [7]. Here we exploit experi-
ence replay [3] to increase efficiency and mitigate instability by
smoothing over changes in the data distribution. When train-
ing RNN models we sample blocks of training data from the
same episode with length equal to the buffer network depth. To
encourage sensible exploration, we use an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process [5, 8] to simulate Brownian-motion about the car with
respect to its momentum. This policy avoids pathologies of other
exploration policies in autonomous driving that frequently cause
the car to brake and lose momentum.

Neural Network Architectures

Architecture A: Fully-Connected Networks. In our
actor-critic approach to learning, the critic model estimates Q-
function values while the actor selects actions based on those
estimates. The final layer of the actor network determines accel-
eration, steering, and brake with fully connected sigmoid, tanh,
and sigmoid activated neurons, which bound the respective ac-
tions within their domains. In the feedforward network, both the
actor and the critic have two fully connected hidden layers with
relu and linear activations, respectively. In the critic model, the
actions are not made visible until the second hidden layer.

Architecture B: Recurrent LSTM Networks. A pow-
erful variation on feedforward neural networks is the recurrent
neural network (RNN). In this architecture, connections between
units form a directed cycle. This allows the network to model dy-
namic temporal and spatial dependencies from time series driv-
ing data. Long short term memory (LSTM) networks are a ro-
bust variant of RNNs that capture long term dependencies be-
tween states. We have implemented an LSTM network using
TensorFlow and Keras, and are currently evaluating the driving
performance of different architectures. The LSTM-cell can be
mathematically formulated as follows:

ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1, xt] + bf)
it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi)

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt] + bC)

ot = σ(Wo[ht−1, xt] + b0)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct)

Figure 2: Recurrent Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Network (image due
to Chris Olah)

Results

Using the TensorFlow and Keras software frameworks, we trained
three-layer fully connected networks with 300 and 600 respective
units in each hidden layer. A replay buffer size of 100000 state-
action pairs was chosen, along with a discount factor of γ = 0.99.
The Adam optimization algorithm [9] was applied, with a batch
size of 32 and learning rates of 0.0001 and 0.001 for the actor
and critic respectively.

With this architecture, the resulting agent was capable of navi-
gating a variety of test tracks of highly variable shape in TORCS.
We trained the networks on the challenging Aalborg road track
(a. in Figure 3). For validation, we tested the networks on the
simpler A-Speedway track (b. in Figure 3), as well as the highly
irregular Alpine-1 track (c. in Figure 3).

Results: Track Simulation Rewards

a. Training track: Challenging Aalborg track

b. Validation track 1: Simple A-Speedway track

c. Validation track 2: Challenging Alpine-1 track
Figure 3: Rewards obtained during test racing simulations broken down into
component terms. The fully connected network architecture was used for
these evaluations.

Conclusion and Future Work

We have demonstrated a deepQ-network that can autonomously
drive in TORCS, with robustness over diverse environments (in-
cluding the Aalborg, Alpine-1, and A-Speedway TORCS tracks).
Applying reinforcement learning to train an autonomous driv-
ing system is an efficient way to simulate model architectures
and failure modes without expensive labeling effort and physical
hardware.

By modeling long-term state dependencies, we expect LSTM
networks to be capable of learning superior policies. We are
currently tuning the RNN hyperparameters to achieve optimal
convergence. In the future, we would like to test a variety of
reward functions, exploration policies, and adaptive gradient de-
scent strategies to optimize the likelihood of near-optimal and
rapid convergence. Additionally, we would like to explore the
performance of transfer learning to physical hardware and real-
world control systems.
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